
 

 

 

 

Halloween Project
Using Spin-An-Echo #1

Finished size approximately 16” x 20”

Design and Instructions by Pam Varner



Templates Used:
Spin-An-Echo #1
12” Arc
Spinning Wave #6 (optional)

Other Tools:
1/2” Ruler Foot
Cross Hair Square
Free Motion Glider
Marking pen/pencil/chalk

Fabric Requirements and Thread:
2 Fat Quarters
Batting 18” x 22”
Binding - 2 strips cut width of fabric
Thread that blends with background
Thread that contrasts with background

Directions:
Make a quilt sandwich out of 2 fat quarters.

Using a marking pen/pencil/chalk, draw a rectangle 17” x 21”.
Quilt the sandwich using a thread color that coordinates with the fabric. This should 
be simple. Cross hatching, chevrons, arcs, etc. It will be in the background and 
shouldn’t compete with the Spider Web. Make sure your quilting goes outside the 
17” x 21” rectangle. Your sandwich will shrink as it is quilted. Anything outside the lines 
will be cut off, so you can use this area to travel.

Make a dot 7-1/2” down and across from the upper left of the 17” x 21” rectangle. 
Fig 1 Pink Arrows.

Using this dot, draw 16 reference lines using the Cross Hair Square. Tilt the Cross Hair 
Square. This prevents the spider web from being stitched straight on and gives it 
more depth. Mark the line that points to the lower right corner as the “Spider Line.” 
Orange Arrow Fig 1.
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Change the thread to contrast with the sandwich.
Place the pin from the underside of the sandwich at the dot.

Quilt using the Spin-An-Echo #1 with the #4 pinhole. Be sure to start on the line that is 
marked “Spider Line.”
Starting with the “Spider Line,” quilt a 7” straight line from the point of the rst rotation 
on the marked line.
For every other marked line, repeat quilting 6-1/2” lines.
*Can use either the straight edge of the 12” Arc or the Spinning Wave #6 Template. 
Fig 2.
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Fig 1



Continue quilting with the Spin-An-Echo #1. Do all the pin holes up to 12, using the 
stitched straight lines as your starting / stopping points.

Optional Spider:
Prepare the Spider body for applique.
Trace the spider and legs onto foundation or tissue paper.
Pin the tracing onto the sandwich where you want the spider. Be sure that the legs 
are placed inside the rectangle that was drawn allowing for binding to be added.
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Using the straight edge of the 12” Arc, quilt on the traced lines: start from inside the 
body, stitch to the end and back track to the body, continue until all legs are 
stitched.
Remove the paper.
Applique the spider body.
Trim within the 17” x 21” rectangle, making sure not to cut off the spider’s legs.
Bind the sandwich.
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Applique Spider and Leg Placement Guide


